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SUMMARY Until the development of the CRISPR-based platforms, SHERLOCK and

DETECTR, no molecular diagnostic technique existed that is accurate, fast (i.e. detection
within a few hours), inexpensive and portable. Without the need for patient samples to be
shipped to laboratories, these nucleic acid detection mechanisms have the potential to
revolutionize the world of molecular diagnostics as they bring the ability to provide a rapid
and accurate diagnosis to people all over the world, including the most rural and isolated
areas. Hence, SHERLOCK and DETECTR can act as a key driver in reducing outbreaks of
infectious diseases, and in general disease monitoring. SHERLOCK stands for ‘specific
high-sensitivity enzymatic reporter unlocking’. It exploits the “collateral effects” of
Cas13a’s ribonuclease activity in combination with isothermal amplification to detect RNA
in a patient’s sample. This article details: (i) the mechanism of SHERLOCK and the
progression between its first and second versions, (ii) its limitations as an all-around
multiplexing technique, and (iii) the bioethical implications that need to be acknowledged
alongside its development and eventual public use. The emergence of the novel
SHERLOCK platform has the power to impact millions of lives through early viral
detection, and it is crucial to understand its mechanism in order to optimize its applications.
This will impact the future of point-of-care diagnostic testing, especially for emerging and
re-emerging viruses such as dengue virus and Zika virus. However, its limitations and
bioethical implications also need to be addressed to ensure that a system is in place that will
maintain the integrity of the application’s original purpose and the safety of its users.
INTRODUCTION

T

he possibility of transforming the CRISPR/Cas system as a means for molecular
diagnostics has been a hot topic since scientists recognized this potential in 2010.
However, earlier efforts to develop this as a diagnostic tool were overshadowed by its
ability to edit genomes [1]. In early 2017, an article published in Science highlighted
SHERLOCK’s ability to distinguish RNA viruses with sheer sensitivity, outperforming that
of current diagnostic tools [1].
Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) are repeat DNA
clusters found in the prokaryotic genome [2]. Within these clusters are palindromic
segments of bacterial DNA separated at regular intervals by non-repeating sequences called
spacers. These spacer sequences were derived from, and therefore match, segments of viral
DNA that previously infected the bacterium [2]. The CRISPR loci contains the genes for
certain members of the Cas protein family [3]. The CRISPR/Cas systems are classified into
Class 1 and Class 2 based on whether a multi-subunit protein complex is formed (Class 1)
or the Cas protein is a single multi-domain effector protein (Class 2) [4]. Depending on the
encoded Cas protein’s signature genes and protein conservation, they are further divided
into six types, Type 1-6 [4]. For instance, Cas9 is a Class 2, Type II protein with targetspecific endonuclease activity, and Cas13 is a Class 2, Type VI protein with a non-specific
cleavage mechanism [4]. The components of the CRISPR/Cas system are used by
prokaryotes as a means to fend off invader [5].
The CRISPR/Cas adaptive immunity system serves to defend microbes against
invading viral DNA in three steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first step is adaptation,
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which involves the insertion of foreign nucleotide segments (spacers) into the CRISPR
array [6,7]. The second step is transcription and processing of the CRISPR array into a
long pre-CRISPR RNA transcript followed by small mature CRISPR RNA (crRNA) [6,7].
Finally, the third step is interference, wherein Cas enzymes are guided by crRNAs to cleave
segments of the targeted invading genome [7,8].
In 2012, Jennifer Doudna and Emmanuelle Charpentier were credited for pioneering the
“cut and paste” ability which turned the CRISPR/Cas9 system into a gene editing tool
[9,10]. A few months later, Feng Zhang was credited as the first to employ this genetic
engineering ability on eukaryotes [11]. Following these events, interest was sparked in
searching for other novel applications of the CRISPR/Cas system. One of the outcomes,
developed by Feng Zhang at the Broad Institute, harnesses the power of the CRISPR/Cas13
system as a molecular diagnostic tool [12]. In its natural state, the protein Cas13a
(previously known as C2c2) cleaves RNA through non-specific endonuclease activity,
termed “collateral cutting” [1]. By adding reporter molecules that fluoresce when cleaved,
the CRISPR/Cas13 system allows for a method to detect the presence of a particular RNA
in a sample [1]. This molecular diagnostic tool was termed SHERLOCK, which stands for
“Specific High Sensitivity Enzymatic Reporter UnLOCKing [1].
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Once the SHERLOCK platform is commercialized for public use, there is expected to
be a significant decline in disease epidemics. For instance, the 2015/16 Zika virus (ZIKV)
pandemic would have been minimized if there were fast and accessible methods to diagnose
infected individuals in ZIKV-positive areas [12]. Viruses like ZIKV are difficult to detect
since viral titers are low and symptoms are similar to other arboviruses [13]. With high
sensitivity and a low cost of $0.61 per test, SHERLOCK can quickly and accurately
diagnose individuals even in the most rural areas, surpassing the ability of previously used
diagnostic techniques [14]. In addition, due to its widespread accessibility, the non-invasive
samples required, and its user-friendly nature, this detection platform has the potential to be
integrated with a centralized database for real-time disease monitoring that is updated
through consumer self-testing and smartphones use [15]. This article examines the
molecular diagnostic platform, SHERLOCK, created by the Zhang Lab at the Broad
Institute. First, it explores the mechanism of SHERLOCK, along with the improvements
that have already been made between the first and second versions, released in 2017 and
2018, respectively. Next, it addresses its limitations as an all-around multiplex diagnostic
technique. Lastly, this article discusses the bioethical implications to be considered for its

FIG. 1 (i) Adaptation involves
inserting fragments of the
invading viral genome into the
CRISPR loci in the form of a
spacer. (ii) Transcription and
processing involves transcribing
the CRISPR locus into a long
pre-cRNA molecule, followed
by processing into smaller
mature crRNA molecules. (iii)
Interference involves detection
and degradation of the target
sequences by the crRNA-guided
Cas proteins. Adapted from [8]
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development and public use. Future directions and improvements will also be suggested.
The main goal of this paper is to address the ability of the CRISPR/Cas13 system to be used
as a viral molecular diagnostic technique.
PROJECT NARRATIVE
How does Sherlock work? What is the mechanism? With attomolar sensitivity,
SHERLOCK is an in vitro nucleic acid detection platform that allows real-time detection of
a viral target sequence through isothermal nucleic acid amplification followed by Cas13amediated collateral cleavage of reporter RNA molecules [1]. First, the patient sample (urine,
serum, or saliva), is taken and amplified via recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA),
which is detected by Cas13a (Fig 2) [12]. Next, Cas13a, an RNA-guided RNase, is paired
with a single CRISPR RNA (crRNA) guide to allow for specific RNA sensing [1]. Once the
target sequence is recognized, Cas13a endonuclease activity is activated, resulting in the
collateral cleavage of the target sequence, as well as neighbouring non-target RNAs such as
reporter molecules [1]. This is the basic mechanism of SHERLOCK.
When SHERLOCKv2 was released in 2018, one major improvement was the addition
of the lateral flow read-out for easy visualization of results (Fig 3) [16]. As each end of the
reporter carries a different a label, when the reporter molecule is cleaved, a unique signal is
created, and the cleaved reporter molecules collect at a specific location on the paper strip
[12]. These cleaved reporter molecules form a visible band, indicating that the sample tests
positive. On the other hand, if target RNA is not found in the sample, reporter molecules
remain intact and collect at a different detection line on the paper strip, indicating a negative
sample [12].
Besides the addition of the lateral flow read-out, SHERLOCKv2 boasts other
improvements that allow for a more robust detection system. Regarding quantitative
measurement, SHERLOCKv2 boasts enhanced sensitivity through the use of more dilute
primer concentrations in the preamplification steps [16]. In the original version, exponential
preamplification steps quickly saturated reporters and compromised sensitivity. However,
once diluted primer concentrations were used in the preamplification, SHERLOCK was
able to detect input down to 2 aM [16].
Another advance in SHERLOCKv2 is the combination of Cas13a with Csm6, an
auxiliary CRISPR-associated nuclease, which resulted in a 3.5-fold increase in detection
signal sensitivity in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. Because Csm6 is activated by the
products of Cas13a collateral activity, Csm6 amplified the detection signal by assisting in
the cleavage of reporter molecules [12].
A further improvement in the second version is the elimination of a nucleic acid
extraction and isolation step, which required a lab and professionally trained personnel [12].
Through a new process called HUDSON, which stands for Heating Unextracted Diagnostic
Samples to Obliterate Nucleases, a chemical (containing TCEP and EDTA) and heat
treatment inactivates ribonucleases found in human bodily fluids that would otherwise

FIG. 2 SHERLOCK Procedure. First, patient samples are collected. Then, the samples undergo isothermal RNA
amplification via recombinase polymerase amplification. Next, the Cas13a enzyme with a programmed guide
RNA, and reporter molecules are added to the sample. When the target viral RNA is found, Cas13a activates its
cleavage mechanism and randomly slices nearby RNA, including reporter molecules. Because each end of the
reporter molecules carries a different label, Cas13a separates these signatures, creating a unique signal within the
sample. The sample is then applied to a flow detection system for easy visualization of results.
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degrade the viral RNA [12]. Patient samples would first undergo HUDSON before the RNA
amplification step of SHERLOCK. Pairing HUDSON with SHERLOCK allowed for the
distinction between similar ssRNA viruses such as ZIKV and DENV, and the detection of a
single point mutation linked to microcephaly in the ZIKV genome [12]. The full timeline of
HUDSON-to-SHERLOCK takes under two hours to complete, including the visual read-out
[12]. Tested with either blood, serum, plasma or saliva, it takes around 20 minutes for
inactivation, roughly 20 minutes for the RPA reaction, and around 1 hour for T7
transcription and Cas13 detection on the paper strips [12]. In summary, noticeable
advancements between the first and second versions of SHERLOCK such as the addition of
the lateral flow read-out, usage of dilute primer concentrations, combination of Cas13a with
Csm6, and the elimination of the nucleic acid extraction and isolation step have resulted in a
more robust detection system.
What are the limitations of SHERLOCK? What suggested improvements can be
made? One current limitation that prevents SHERLOCK from differentiating between all
classes of viruses is that Cas13a is specifically an RNA-guided enzyme that only cleaves
ssRNA [6]. In vitro experimental results involving the chosen Cas13a enzyme, LshCas13
(previously known as LshC2c2), showed that dsRNA substrates were not efficiently
cleaved, and dsDNA substrates were not cleaved at all [6]. Hence, relying on Cas13a limits
the diagnostic ability to only ssRNA viruses such as dengue virus, Zika virus, West Nile
virus, and yellow fever virus [6,12]. SHERLOCKv2 explored a detection system based on
Cas12, another protein with collateral activity, which exhibits ssDNA cleavage [17]. After
preamplification and RPA steps, Cas12a was able to produce a detectable signal at 2aM
using input concentrations of about 100nM. With a combination of Cas13a, Cas13b and
Cas12a, three targets were detected (a synthetic ssDNA, ZIKV ssRNA, and DENV ssRNA)
[16]. This combination has not yet been tested in the presence of a natural ssDNA virus.
This is a good step forward, however, the ability of this combination of orthogonal enzymes
to distinguish more than three viruses at once has yet to be demonstrated.
Another limitation is regarding the lateral flow readout. Currently, the team has shown
the presence or absence of a single viral target. To enable multiplexed detection, the
researchers plan to incorporate a colorimetric readout containing a single test strip with
multiple test lines for different genetic targets [16]. The authors have not yet explored the
mechanism that will allow the non-specific cleave mechanism to assign the presence of a
particular RNA signature to a certain colour. The authors used the cleavage a FAM-biotin
reporter which aggregates in different locations depending on whether it was cleaved [16].
The long-term goal of this technology is to combine microfluidics and smartphone
technology to allow individuals to self-test at any time and place (refer to Fig 4). The
ultimate application of this multiplexed detection is to reach a new level of point-of-care

FIG. 3 SHERLOCKv2 Lateral
Flow Test Strips The lateral flow
test strips introduced in
SHERLOCKv2 provide an easy
visualization to indicate whether a
sample tests positive or negative for
the target virus. A band that appears
on the lower detection line indicates
that the target virus was not present
in the patient sample, while a band
on the upper detection line indicates
that the patient samples contain the
virus. Adapted from [12].
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self- and patient testing where results could be automatically uploaded to a centralized
database [18]. This would provide information for disease monitoring to help prevent
outbreaks, and inform citizens and travellers of the circulating viruses in their local area
[18].
Bioethical implications. Prior to the release of SHERLOCK for public use, it is crucial for
its developers to ensure that donor human samples collected by researchers to develop and
validate the instruments are used ethically. It is also pertinent to address that at this early
stage in development, SHERLOCK may produce false-positive signals, which could result
in considerable ramifications to the user [16].
Before donor samples can be added to a biobank, donors need to be well informed of
the purpose of the research, along with expected benefits and risks, before providing the
researcher with consent to use their samples [20]. In addition, the privacy and identifiability
of the donor is a top concern. Permanent anonymization is guaranteed to protect personal
information as it erases any link to other data, however this eliminates the ability to recontact the donor [19]. For this reason, it has become an acceptable standard practice to
employ various forms of coding to achieve a sufficient level of privacy [19]. This method of
coding donor data would be ideal for the development of SHERLOCK as developers will be
able to notify donors as required, such as for cases of false-positives.
False-positive cases through the SHERLOCK platform may occur due to an
overwhelming volume of RNAses in the patient sample [12]. To reduce the rate of falsepositive readouts and aid in the robustness of the diagnostic tool, the creators of
SHERLOCK have combined Csm6 with Cas13 detection on lateral flow [16]. Another
cause of false-positive, as well as false-negative, signals occurs during SHERLOCK
applications in low-resource settings where mechanical or chemical disruption of RNA is
used for detection instead of the extraction of pure nucleic acids [20]. False-positive signals
may be caused by nuclease carryover which may degrade the reporter, and false-negative
signals may occur due to nucleases that degrade the target viral RNA [20]. Hence, the
addition of RNAse Inhibitors or use of HUDSON pretreatments are crucial to maintain the
sensitivity and specificity of the SHERLOCK nucleic acid detection [20].
As a reliable diagnostic tool needs to be both sensitive and specific, it is imminent to
conduct SHERLOCK clinical trials in which results are compared with currently available
tests. The results of these clinical trials must be approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) as a direct-to-consumer test [21]. FDA oversight for direct-toconsumer tests for moderate to high medical purposes, which may have a higher impact on
medical care, include the assessment of analytical validity, clinical validity, as well as a
comparison of the company’s claims with how well it works [21]. Because SHERLOCK is

FIG. 4 Future Potential for
SHERLOCK Once SHERLOCK’s
multiplex capability is further
developed, microfluidics can be
paired with smartphone technology
to allow individuals to self-test at
their own convenience. The data can
be sent to a centralized database
which will inform the user of their
result, and the coded information can
be processed to be used for real-time
disease monitoring.
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looking to diagnose viral infections, a false-positive result may greatly impact the user
through health and safety risks such as inappropriate or unnecessary medication provided,
unnecessary stress, anxiety or depression, and unwarranted financial burden [22].
Therefore, ethical implications such as the privacy of donor information, as well as the
potential for false-positives must be considered if SHERLOCK aims to become a point-ofcare self-testing diagnostic technique.
CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the SHERLOCK platform opens new frontiers in molecular virology as it is the
first molecular diagnostic technique that is cheap ($0.61 per test), easily accessible, accurate
and user-friendly. Due to SHERLOCKv2 improvements, this platform eliminates the need
for laboratory-based instrumentation, which was previously identified as the barrier which
prevented access to diagnostic testing to those in rural areas. Hence, this highly sensitive
and rapid form of testing will allow timely responses to prevent or significantly reduce the
impact of future disease outbreaks. Further, once the limitations of SHERLOCK with
respect to multiplexing are overcome, it will become a more accessible point-of-care
diagnostic tool through the integration of microfluidics and smart-phone technology. This
will bring about a new form of self-test that individuals can complete independently at their
own convenience, and test results can be determined through a smartphone application,
which transmits information to a centralized database. This database can then be monitored
by a single organization, such as the World Health Organization, to more precisely predict
and track disease outbreaks worldwide. General information from this database could also
be processed into an up-to-date graphic, accessible on a smartphone, for the public to learn
which diseases are circulating in their local area or specific locations internationally.
Bioethical implications that come with widespread access to SHERLOCK should be
considered before and after its availability for public use to prevent dire consequences for
its users that may offset any epidemiological advantages. Therefore, the significant number
of potential applications for the SHERLOCK viral diagnostic platform highlights the
potential of this new technology in the molecular virology field.
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